


(Translated from Chinese by Ernest Leong)

A SYMPHONY OF LIFE
(Bone)

October 24th saw the launching to the public of a completely innovative dance drama

entitled “Bone” produced by the Canadian Contemporary Dance Troupe, the STP

Physical Theatre in collaboration with the Beijing Modern Dance Company.The

choreography was arranged by Nadine Thouin of the STP Physical Theatre. The premiere

won the unanimous applause of  the spectators.

This is a dance drama heavily impregnated with touches of experimentalism. It is an

attempt to incorporate western dances with eastern sagesse and wisdom. To boost the

dramatic effect, the choreographer resorted to the use of music which brought the

atmosphere to a zenith. The spectators, caught in the interrogation between body and

soul, were finally brought back to the reality, acquiring in the process new and strange

knowledge.    This is also a hymn in praise of life. Man at the beginning of the universe

felt so helpless against Nature and worshipped it with ignorance. The drama started with

Man having to face the tyranny of Nature and afterwards, finding a balance between Yin

and Yang, life started to have its share of joy and happiness.  Man and Woman are

drowned in their happiness as love made life stimulating and enjoyable. And in so doing

Man and Women finally attained a complete harmony with Nature. Life and Nature co-

exist in harmony; life cannot exist without Nature and Nature cannot go its own way

without Man. “Bone” uncovered to us a new relationship and a new way of life. Here it

made use of Zen and eastern philosophies to create a balanced communication between

the East  and  the West and all these are based on the knowledge of Life and of Nature.

The beginning of Life, its growth and its demise are intrinsically intertwined with Nature

and the same  applies to Nature. This sort of inter-dependence enables Man to stop

hating each other and unite to face the environment in which they live. In this process, the

dancers aptly portrayed the force of Life. Time and again they conquered the darkness

and eventually made their way to light and illumination. Music played an effective role in

this part as it allowed us at each important moment in our life to experience the joy of

life. This is like a symphony of life. Through the performance of Chinese and foreign

artists, we witness a sort of artistic pulling force, which may well become the future

direction of arts. That is to say, a return to Life itself and meditation on questions

concerning Man.


